
CYBER CYCLE      Midair Motorcycle Madness!

Towering some fifty feet high in the air stands John Winn's original Cyber Cycle™, the world's only 
motorcycle aerial track in the sky. During the show, a stunt rider continually drives his motorcycle 
around the disk, keeping an aerialist in constant 
motion around the track as she performs on a 
trapeze attached to the motorcycle by a ladder-like 
rigging.  

Beginning the show, the aerialist daringly performs 
a series of incredible death-defying stunts on the 
trapeze. Next, she places a strap around her neck 
and lowers herself until she is held in mid air by 
nothing but the thin strap.  

The motorcycle stunt rider continues to race around 
the disk with the aerialist spinning rapidly by her 
neck as she orbits around the disk. The aerialist 
completes her act by traveling around the disk, 
performing a series of acrobatic maneuvers as she 
hangs suspended in air from the trapeze with 
nothing but her strength, balance and skill to keep 
her from falling - no nets or safety devices.  

To complete the Cyber Cycle™ act, the aerialist 
asks the crowd to direct their attention to the 
motorcycle rider as he revs his engine and races 
around the disk faster and faster. As his speed increases, the motorcycle comes completely off the 
base of the track flying through the air and sparks fly as he performs aerial flips and somersaults 
from his motorcycle before landing back on the track.  

Cyber Cycle™ can be performed outside in both daytime and at night. Nighttime performances are 
particularly beautiful to view with the dramatic lighting features of the Cyber Cycle™. Cyber 
Cycle™ can also be easily modified to accommodate indoor (low roof) performances.

For Information & Booking, Contact:      Show Specifications:
     Duration: 9 to 14 minutes
     Minimum space: 40'x40' plus viewing area

     Features: Mic'd aerialist for live 
interaction. 

     Musically choreographed

Booking availability and act descriptions are subject to change without notice.  Event bookings are scheduled in advance and your event 
date may not be available due to scheduling and travel conflicts.  It is highly recommended  to book your event as far in advance as possible 
to assure availability. © Copyright 2011 Pathway International  All Rights Reserved .

                             John Winn's Galaxy of Thrills is a proud member of the IAFE


